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“If proposition A is true then proposition B will certainly be
true (or false)”
Or in a multi-agent system of agents with private
informations: Agent “i” knows A, or something like “If the
agent “i” knew A then she would have known B”
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Truthful public announcements: The agent makes an
announcement of what they know to be true
Truthful private announcements
Deceitful announcements
And a large number of other attitudes that can be
manifested by the agents
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It is a multi-agent system consisting of communicating
agents.
Announcing routes
Withdrawing a route
The communication between agents changes the
“information state” of (some) other agents.
The change resulted from these communications can
greatly affect the decisions made by the agents
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How robust is a network’s connectivity in face of major
changes on the Internet.

I

What is the optimal (number of) transits for a specific
agent.
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To discover when an agent filters certain routes.

F UTURE D EVELOPMENTS
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Proof of Concept

I

Augmenting with active measurements for more realistic
optimisation

